It is only through prophecy that it is possible to move beyond the Void. This is an amazing aspect of existence that few people appreciate. There have been 124,000 prophets to mankind since Adam. Each of them have bought knowledge that originated beyond the Void to the tribes of mankind. The prophet to the Indo-Europeans was Zoroaster. The only prophet to all mankind is Muhammad, peace and blessings of Allah be upon him. Each prophet brought both a way of living and knowledge of the absolute. What is amazing is that when someone follows the way of living brought by a prophet of Allah that the acts performed are connected to depth unity beyond the Void. All the various acts which the followers of a prophet imitate give a deep inner unity to human being and the tribe or society that together follows that way of life. There is surface disunity among these actions but a deep inner unity that can only come from beyond the Void.
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